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Gott III (1993)1 started from a human observer and made a number of witty 
conclusions about our future prospects. In the same spirit, we derive implications for 
“the meaning of life, the universe and all the rest”2 from few principles. Adams´ absurd 
answer2 “42” tells the lesson “garbage in / garbage out” - or suggests that the question is 
non calculable.  
We show that experience of “meaning” and to decide fundamental questions 
which can not be decided by formal systems imply central properties of life: Ever higher 
levels of internal representation of the world and an escalating tendency to become more 
complex. An observer, “collecting observations” and three measures for complexity are 
examined. A theory on living systems is derived focussing on their internal 
representation of information. Living systems are more complex than Kolmogorov 
complexity (“life is NOT simple”) and overcome decision limits (Gödel theorem) for 
formal systems as illustrated for cell cycle. Only a world with very fine tuned 
environments allows life. Such a world is itself rather complex and hence excessive large 
in its space of different states – a living observer has thus a high probability to reside in 
a complex and fine tuned universe.  
 
 
(Life:) From experience we discover basic principles3. Complete explanations of the world 
(“theories of everything”; TOE) rely on dualisms4 (e.g. light and dark) or monisms (e.g. 
“panta rei”, all is in flux; Heraklit5). More accurate, the standard model6 in physics considers 
the transformation of all four basic forces in nature. It agrees well with observations. 
However, it is a description of the universe in which no life is assumed. No particular 
“meaning” of the universe is apparent, only different transformations of forces into each 
other. How can such a theory produce any results for life or offer meaning to an observer? 
This brings up the non-trivial task to formalize life and “meaning”. To encompass all 
aspects of life in any closed or formal form is exceedingly difficult and will in general 
produce a non-calculable result. Furthermore, it is perhaps not very satisfactory to introduce 
“additional” principles to the standard model – is not life after all (at least to the materialist) 
completely explainable by the physical principles already summarized in the standard model? 
Instead, we will focus on central emergent properties of life. These are not apparent from the 
basic physical building blocks (leptons, field quanta etc.) but result as system behaviour. To 
derive the concept of “meaning” in a scientific or biological context we have to concentrate 
on the escalating properties of life (“life multiplies and fills up ecosystems; man invents and 
learns the use of fire, atom bombs and microchips” - a cynic would say “the suicidal 
properties” of life): 
 
Life is autocatalytic, collects information on the environment to improve its 
survival and easily establishes a next level of complexity (Fig. 1). 
 
The formalism 1 (supplementary Material) describes this and exploits that both in biology and 
physics transition probabilities can describe central properties. Furthermore, it can directly be 
applied to study system behaviour even in complex biological systems (Fig. 1S). In particular, 
living beings experience their environment by interacting with it. There is a feedback of 
sensory input from motor input and only correct actions in the environment satisfy the internal 
drives and needs of the living being. This creates slowly a reliable internal representation of 
the outside world7. Only in such an operational context of living and acting in an environment 
you can really experience meaning (e.g. hunger, “thirst, milk, grap it”, desire, satisfaction etc.; 
Fig. S3b). These central properties allow living beings furthermore to question their own 
foundations (Fig. S3a). This is in contrast to closed and formal exact systems (such as typical 
computers; Gödel theorem, see e.g.8-10). 
 (“meaning”:) However, why should living beings be any different (in particular as they are 
composed of the same basic building blocks)? Well, firstly our everyday experience tells us 
that human beings can constantly ponder over their foundations, they can decide on complex 
questions, ethical values, aesthetics and philosophy. This is no self deception: Living beings 
are in their genetic or neural information storing actively gathered information on the 
environment they are in, which in turn is part of the next larger environment, and so on until 
the foundations of the world itself (formalism 1). As these last foundations (the “Platon” 
limit) shape both natural selection and also our concept of meaning as well as our concept of 
our own foundations they allow us to reflect about our own principles. A technical system 
which is sufficiently alive* would also be able to reflect about its foundations. 
 
Living beings can question their foundations as their internal representation of 
information and their own survival is selected in an open and infinite context.  
 
Formalism 2 (suppl. Mat.) formalizes this: Mutations depend among other things also on 
gamma rays from a very distant quasar hitting the earth and our DNA. Furthermore, our 
concepts of logic, time, mathematics etc. do not found on miraculous a priori truths 
(“synthetische Urteile a priori”; Kant) but rather biological selection made sure (e.g.11) that 
the very basic foundations of our universe are mirrored in our neurobiology and genetics. 
Interestingly, we find that complex decisions beyond the Gödel limit are possible and 
resolved stochastically (Fig. 2; box G, Fig. 3Sa): Even then there is no stalling of the living 
system as besides internally representing information, each molecule has also biochemical 
activity and the probabilities for the resulting system behaviour and states are selected for 
optimal survival.** Furthermore, this system properties are a modern way to rephrase 
Sokrates12, who tried by questioning people having a problem that they discovered what were 
the deeper reasons and natural principles behind their questions.*** Instead of a vague and 
philosophical search for a or even “the” “meaning of life” we may more appreciate that 
“meaning” itself occurs as a systems effect in a living observer (Fig. 1; Fig. S3b). Thus life 
has as one central feature its creativity implying more than enough potential to identify an 
observer dependent “meaning” of all and everything. 
 
(“the universe”:) Just the same, life as such could still be useless, a rare accident, negligible 
compared to the vast universe13. An alternative view is the anthropocentric principle: If there 
is an observer (e.g. us) then fine tuned conditions have been selected to assure that conditions 
are favourable for life and an intelligent observer. All other less ordered universes& simply are 
not observed because no observer can exist in them. This principle and its variations14 make 
plausible that e.g. (i) an ozone layer exists, (ii) a stable and yellow sun shines on our planet 
for billions of years and (iii) carbon exists in this universe stable and with four valences 
because most variations of these and many other basic features would ban life from this planet 
and from the rest of our universe.  
Nevertheless, such an argument is a bit ad hoc (it depends on that we are already 
there). Furthermore, it identifies besides general principles for any intelligent existence many 
specific features necessary for our existence but not necessary for every kind of intelligent 
observer15. Moreover it implies that we are the lucky observers in a rare world& whereas in 
myriads of others worlds chaos rules and no life can exist (“Multi-verse” containing rare 
worlds where life is possible; e.g.15,16). Koonin17 stressed this idea recently in a radical 
version: Critical improbable steps for life (e.g. replication or translation machinery) will 
happen for sure in an infinite expanding and budding inflationary multi-verse where anything 
at all possible happens with certainty in at least one of the local buds (“universes”). However, 
this only claims that even the most improbable may happen. Worse, it creates an uneasy 
feeling: Are we that one in a gazillion chance? What are we missing here?18. This is in fact 
very similar to the astonishment about the extreme fine tuning of the physical constants16. 
Importantly, this hurts the Copernican principle1: Life and an observer would be considered to 
happen very rarely and to be very, very special. 
 
 (“… and the rest?”) However, most of the less favourable universes& are simple and without 
much structure. Formalisms such as Kolmogorov complexity19 help to see, that most 
universes which are chaotic can be described in a very short form. In contrast, worlds which 
are most creative (which most easy can give birth to something new such as new ideas or life 
or new observers or new environments etc.) are exceedingly complex and take the biggest 
slice of the total state space Omega (Fig. 3; details in Table 1S, Table 2S). There is no fine 
tuning of nature´s basic constants necessary16 for our world where such nice things as life and 
a human observer can exist. Instead only a very fine tuned universe becomes exceedingly 
complex and gets by this property also a large slice of Omega (the space of all possible). An 
earlier theory postulated that a hypothetical “reproduction rate” of a world& would be 
connected to the rate of black hole production15. Our hypothesis is independent of such ad hoc 
postulates (note also20). Furthermore, it fits nicely to the openness of string theory21: Of 
course very many worlds and types of physics are possible and compatible with nature, but 
only a very fine tuned world is exceedingly complex and thus includes life and us (Tables 1S, 
2S): 
 
In general, worlds or environments which are more complex require more fine 
tuned parameters and a more complex description (see formalism 3, suppl. Mat.). 
However, this corresponds in fact to a bigger slice in Omega, the space of all 
possible states and worlds. That is the reason why observers (we!) on average 
happen to be in a world which is quite creative and creates among its other 
creative activities something as complex (or weird) as life. 
 The fine tuning of nature´s constants would thus be no accident. Worlds have a particular big 
slice of the space of all possible states only if they are escalating increasingly complex&&. 
Life has a chance in them. It is one of their most creative consequences with exactly such 
properties. This allows us to exist and prosper, to look successfully for deeper insights and 
meaning and to discover such and other principles.  
 
Notes: This is a discussion paper / preprint (1st version July 2007) 
& A “universe” or “world” denotes here a specific set of natural laws and natural constant 
settings in the abstract space of all possible sets of settings 
* This implies (i) all its deductions are selected by natural selection and survival in an open 
environment; (ii) the system is open and biologically fuzzy - in contrast to a closed and formal 
system. Axioms alone do not build a mathematical theory. The systematic combination of 
axioms produces myriads of uninteresting statements. Only a creative mathematician (or 
another living being) looks for interesting statements (meaningful statements require to 
experience meaning - which again requires critical features of a realistic environment, suitable 
desires and suitable training as well as evolution and adaptation).  
** Concrete decisions despite their infinite context happen in living beings not using a 
renormalization formalism6. Instead, building blocks are limited and a neuronal or genetic 
decision happens in finite time; the infinite context is only coarsely mirrored. 
*** A question is only asked as long as the person posing the question is still not content – 
and not until truth is reached. Criticizing the questioner and straighten out definitions shows 
fundamental drives behind a question and the environmental context in which the drive makes 
sense. An example is death and the wish for survival: DNA information, culture and language 
typically last many generations, ideas maybe eternal, however persons and personal memory 
are for good evolutionary reasons limited to a few years. 
&&Clearly I have the opinion that the world is not simple, e.g. in contrast to 22. 
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Figure Legends: 
 
Fig. 1. Basic and escalating creative properties of life. Life is self generating, either 
identical or with mutations (M). These properties may further lead to additional levels of 
complexity (M’) or conquer new environments (M’’). Additional levels of complexity in 
living organisms store information (on this next level) by interacting with the environment. 
Actions lead to new sensory input. Information selected to be stored and survival of a living 
being depends on the environment which is itself part of a series of ever larger environments. 
 
Fig. 2. Complexity measures examined for cell cycle. Using the software cytoscape, 
different complexity measures are exemplified for reactome maps23 
(http://www.genomeknowledge.org:8000/about.html) of the cell cycle.  
Shown is the central biological circuit for the G1 to S transition (in colour different involved 
proteins). The square in azur shows decision nodes in white and key interactions between 
them in black according to the reactome software. The total reactome map for the cell cycle 
contains 356 molecules in the simplified cell cycle model of the Reactome database (map 
React_152.2). The biochemical key events of decision events are given as a marked list at the 
right.  
Kolmogorov compression endeavours to represent the behaviour of this system by a 
shorter program giving the desired output (e.g. replicate / do not replicate; thus shortest 
conceivable but non-predictive trivial model contains one bit), trivial compressions are all 
representations of the cell cycle using fewer nodes (though the output characteristics would 
not be identical). Instead the number of genes involved in the cell cycle involves hundreds of 
genes24 (Kolmogorov complexity in this more accurate model already in the order of tens of 
thousands of bits).  
Moreover, we show in the suppl. material that no short program can represent the 
resulting complexity for the cellular transition processes involved, e.g. the transition from G 
phase to S phase (Chaitin complexity25; participating are 127 molecules, if the network is set 
up according to the genomeknowledge database). A key interaction is between cyclin E and 
cdk 2. The program describing this level of complexity is at least as long as the information 
content of the protein sequences and the regulatory sequences of the genes involved (at least 
on the order of hundreds to thousands of bits). The non-compressibility can also be shown 
genetically: All information carrying parts of the system do in fact change the behaviour in 
case of mutation.  
Including interactions renders the complexity even far higher (O(DNA) see Table 1S): 
This is in principle unlimited more complex if all details of interactions are considered 
including environmental interactions and exact behaviour in time for the cell division program 
under all conditions. For example, data on cell division kinase 1 phosphorylation targets 
involve over 500 proteins in yeast26; some of them participate in feedback regulation.  
Gödel limit crossing in living systems and in the example network: Non decidable 
statements or conflicting statements may arise from self referring statements (for Gödel self-
referring statements and “arithmoquination”8, see Box G). These are here cellular processes 
states affecting and thus referring to the whole cell, e.g. cell cycle start is promoted according 
to dephosphorylation of cyclin B-bound cdc 2 for entry into mitosis. However, an inhibitory 
pathway (e.g. via wee1 catalyzing the inhibitory tyrosine phosphorylation of CDC2/cyclin B 
kinase) may be activated at the same time: Internally then opposing information is not only 
represented but in the system opposing or non decidable concatenations (for the internal rules 
how to represent information; Box G) from such statements can occur. However, as besides 
the internal representation each statement is also part of a molecular activity, answers happen 
nevertheless (in general stochastically) and can be e.g. apoptosis, recombination, proliferation 
etc according to best survival chances in a potential unlimited environment.  
 
 
Fig. 3. An escalating complex universe takes the biggest slice of Omega and favours 
among other complex structures life. A “universe” or “world” denotes here a specific set of 
physical parameter settings (natural laws and natural constant settings) in the abstract space of 
all possible sets of settings. Omega, the space of all possible environments or worlds contains 
per definition all basic or elementary states for all worlds. A particular complex world has 
many basic states. An escalating complex world is creative and as a consequence it favours 
life and observers. With high chance any observer is in an escalating complex universe, may 
be even in the most complex one (“world 1”) as this easily outnumbers all simpler universes 
in possibilities for different elementary states including states compatible with life. In 
particular, if the state space increases exponential or over-exponential (“escalating complex”) 
with the number of parameters, the escalating complex worlds take most of the state space. 
Data examples (details in Table 2S): Comparing “worlds” with 1 to 10 parameters yields for a 
linear increasing parameter space only 10/55 of the state space for the most complex “world” 
having ten parameters. This can be compared to more then half of the state space (1024/2047) 
even for the simplest exponential increase in complexity of the state space, the exponent 2. 
Similar results apply e.g. comparing different scenarios for the relation between basic 
physical forces (electromagnetic versus weak versus strong force) regarding stability of the 
atom or proton. Most parameter combinations are rather unstable, in contrast stable solutions 
allow very large state spaces for all sorts of physical objects as well as for life (example in 
Fig. 2). 
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Cell Cycle Reactome map:  
Sub-map G to S transition 
… 
 c G1/S Transition 
   c Cyclin E associated events during G1/S transition  
    c Formation of Cyclin E:Cdk2 complexes 
     m Formation of Cyclin E1:Cdk2 complexes 
     m Formation of Cyclin E2:Cdk2 complexes 
    c Translocation of Cyclin E:Cdk2 complex to the nucleus 
     m Translocation of cyclin E1:Cdk2 complexes to the nucleus 
     m Translocation of cyclin E2:Cdk2 complexes to the nucleus 
    c Inactivation of Cyclin E:Cdk2 complexes by p27/p21 
     m Inactivation of Cyclin E1:Cdk2 complex by p27/p21 
     m Inactivation of Cyclin E2:Cdk2 complex by p27/p21 
    c SCF(Skp2)-mediated degradation of p27/p21 
     c Cyclin E/A:Cdk2-mediated phosphorylation of p27/p21 
      m Cyclin A:Cdk2 mediated phosphorylation of p27/p21 
      m Cyclin E:Cdk2- mediated phosphorylation of p27/p21 
     c Association of Cks1 with SCF(Skp2) complex 
     c Binding of phospho-p27/p21:Cdk2:Cyclin E/A to the SCF(Skp2):Cks1 complex 
     c Ubiquitination of phospho-p27/p21 
     c Degradation of ubiquitinated p27/p21 by the 26S proteasome 
    c Phosphorylation of Cyclin E:Cdk2 complexes 
     m Phosphorylation of Cyclin E1:Cdk2 complexes by Wee1 
     m Phosphorylation of Cyclin E2:Cdk2 complexes by Wee1 
    c Dephosphorylation of Cyclin E:Cdk2 complexes by Cdc25A 
     m Dephosphorylation of Cyclin E1:Cdk2 complexes by Cdc25A 
     m Dephosphorylation of Cyclin E2:Cdk2 complexes by Cdc25A 
    c CAK-mediated phosphorylation of Cyclin E:Cdk2 
    c Phosphorylation of proteins involved in G1/S transition by active Cyclin E:Cdk2 complexes 
     c Cyclin E:Cdk2-mediated phosphorylation of Rb 
    c Ubiquitin-Dependent Degradation of Cyclin E 
     c Ubiquitin-Dependent Degradation of Cyclin E1 
     c Ubiquitin-Dependent Degradation of Cyclin E2 
   c G1/S-Specific Transcription... 
Fig. 2
a 
b c
 
Supplementary Material: A formalism for life focussing on internal 
representation of information 
 
Complexity measures (step 8)
Formalism 1 for replication (step 1-4)
including negative selection (step 5, formalism 2) Fig. S1
Interaction with environment
(experience of „meaning“; step 6,7)
Gödel crossing in living systems (Box G)
Fig. S3b, Fig. S3a
State space of observers and the world they live in
(step 9, step 10)
Fig S3c, Box E
Table S1, S2
 
 
Summary (Scheme 1). The flow of supplementary material and the article results is identical 
and summarized in the scheme above. We focus on one central aspect of life: Its information 
processing, starting from DNA (step 1). Any fully detailed “theory of life” is of course 
impossible and also naïve. However, we show that our formalism allows to include quite 
detailed formal descriptions and results regarding quasi-species, metabolism, perception and 
higher biological system effects (Fig S1). Part I: We calculate (formalism 1) the probability of 
a DNA species (step 1) as well as higher levels of life (step 2) to replicate (step 3), mutate 
(step 4) or be selected against (step 5; formalism 2).  
Part II discusses implications (steps 6-10): Simple implications (step 6) and a biological 
concept of “meaning” as well as the experience of meaning in living beings of sufficient 
complexity (step 7; Fig. S3a). We show that life, already on the level of the average survival 
probability of a DNA species can not be represented in a simple way, in particular not by 
short programs (“compressed”; life is more complex then Kolomogorov complexity) and this 
applies even more for our complex environment (step 8; formalism 3; Table 2S).  
Step 8(iv), 9 and 10 are more speculative implications: Step 9 examines a common 
framework integrating our theory of information representation in biological systems with 
fundamental physics exploring transition state formalisms. This allows to draw some 
analogies between the formalisms used here for biology and some basic formalisms in 
physics. Step 10 analyzes the concept of “meaning” in different biological species. This 
allows to conclude that the “meaning” (implying an observer to ask this question, see steps 
above) of our environment (“universe”) is excessively complex. We discuss the process of 
observation and include an economic alternative to Everett models (Seligman et al., 1973; 
Fig. S3c, Box E). Finally, we briefly analyze the concept of the complete space of all 
elementary states in the context of Platonic philosophy.   
 
The Formalism (steps 1.-5.) 
 
1. Formalism for DNA survival: To support our above arguments and for the fun of it (as it 
has not really been done yet, has it?), we will sketch here a formalism for live and “meaning” 
(the latter resulting by internal representation and processing of information in living beings). 
It is clear that a formalism for life is impossible to give in full detail or explicit. Instead we 
will first focus on one specific DNA sequence (one individual or clone, a DNAvectori) and its 
change during time. We claim that now there are for the first time sufficient data and overall 
methods available to try to achieve such a goal more rigorously and that this should help in 
particular also to better explore different types of information and better translate them 
between biology and physics including important concepts such as the biological experience 
of “meaning”. 
We use transition probabilities as a common formalism both in biology and physics; we 
include systems behaviour and this leads ultimately to experience, conscience and meaning as 
emergent properties of the formalism. 
The change of a specific DNA sequence during time depends on the replication rate r and the 
probability for replication p(r), that the sequence is not mutated (m) with probability p(m) and 
that the sequence is not killed or selected for elimination (s) with probability p (s): 
 
d/dt  DNAvectori = DNAvectori x  (r x p(r)) x (1-p(m)) x (1-p(s))  (Formalism 1) 
 
Note that for the negative selection s, replication r and mutation rate m detailed studies 
are already there, yielding detailed quantitative predictions describing well the experimental 
observations (e.g. Eigen and Schuster, 1979; Bi and Poo, 1999; Schuster et al., 2000; Alvarez-
Vasquez et al., 2005; Shamovsky et al., 2006; Iriarte et al., 2004).  
In total, there are nn DNA types tried out during evolution and a sub-set n forms a 
species (if these are only self-replicating molecules this would be a quasi-species according to 
Eigen, see Emren et al., 2006; Eigen and Schuster, 1979). Certainly also this specific 
molecule class could be described e.g. according to Schrödinger´s equation (Barrow, 1991). 
However, this would yield only the detailed vibrations (wave functions to be more accurate) 
for each electron and all other elementary particles. The dimensions of the DNA molecule are 
much larger, encompassing many elementary particles. Furthermore, we neglect in formalism 
1 specific movements during time and space. Instead, here we look at the change in the 
amount of each DNA species (note that each species is defined by its specific information 
content in the form of the DNA sequence).  
 
2. A hierarchy of complexity and different types of information stored: To calculate the 
sub-terms in formalism 1, we next have to take into account, that life has the possibility to 
form more and more complex layers. We will focus on five levels of layers which form a 
hierarchy (Fig. S2): 
(1) DNAvectori,  
(2) Hypercycle from polymerase and supporting enzymes and information encoding 
DNAvectori plus supporting nucleic acids,  
(3) Metabolic flow and regulation within a living cell,  
(4) Cellular and particular neuronal interactions establishing a multi-cellular organism,  
(5) socio-cultural interactions between individuals which form a civilisation. 
 
Each new level of complexity relies on information from the layer below and forms new 
active units for adaptation to the environment. 
If we want to describe the resulting phenotype, we would have: 
(1) Σ DNAvectori sum over the n DNA sequences who make up the (quasi)species 
yielding a 1D-array with individual sequences in each field of the array (in actual fact, in 
evolutionary old times there was originally only catalytic RNA, but for this the same formula 
would apply for our purpose). 
(2) Next each DNAvectori is replaced by a 2D-Array to describe the components of an 
autocatalytic hypercycle of nucleic acids and enzymes as the encoded enzyme strings should 
also be considered (plus catalyzed reactions and products).  
(3) At the level of the cell a further dimension is added by regulation, so that we have genes, 
enzymes and their regulation on the RNA and transcription factor level: 3D array of 
sequences. 
(4) multi-cellular organisms would need yet a further dimension for the cellular 
communication and 
(5) a civilization adds further dimension of inter-individual interactions and communication. 
 
Each next layer has its basic components formed from the lower layer, however, each specific 
layer interacts with the environment and this interaction allows to store information on higher 
levels [in 2: Concrete coupling and activities of individual parts of the hyper-cycle enzymes 
or nucleic acids (Emren et al., 2006, Eigen and Schuster, 1979); in 3: Metabolic flow and 
regulation (e.g. Schuster et al., 2000; Almaas et al., 2004; Alvarez-Vasquez et al., 2005) 
including memory effects resulting from previous metabolic conditions or previous 
transcriptional switches (e.g. heat shock, Shamovsky et al., 2006), in 4: Different effects on 
cellular connectivity, in particular neuronal connectivity and memory (e.g. Bi and Poo, 1999), 
in 5: Cultural memory effects, in particular language, culture, tradition and knowledge (e.g. 
Iriarte et al., 2004)].   
It is an important and basic property of life that in course of evolution further 
dimensions can always be added as the last level of complexity can form new basic 
components for yet a higher hierarchical level which again according to the emerging new 
system effects will store information of a new type in the system state of this next level of 
organisation. 
 
Creativity in life results from ever new DNA species and new information stored as well as 
new types of information and of processing information (determined by the right hand terms 
in formalism 1). Creativity results from (i) new levels and (ii) emergent system properties at 
the same level by varying building blocks and resulting varying system behaviour (e.g. 
neuronal capabilities: Different sensory qualities and types of perception but also other 
abilities including painting and music composition result from rather similar building blocks: 
neurons). In the formalism 1 this corresponds from level 4 and higher to typical human 
notions of creativity. Note that Igamberdiev (2006) discusses computability from a quantum 
measurement framework and compares abilities of quantum computers to keep coherent states 
with the coherent state of living systems kept by their own cellular programs. Nevertheless he 
also comes to the conclusion that emergence of life brings up a creative activity beyond 
computers. 
 
3. Replication, mutation and negative selection acting on the hierarchy: 
The basic formalism 
 
d/dt  DNAvectori = DNAvectori x  (r x p(r)) x (1-p(m)) x (1-p(s))  (formalism 1) 
 
is difficult to calculate in practice as r, m and s get inputs from all levels of the hierarchy 1-5, 
for instance regarding replication:  
Level 1: Catalytic activity of nucleic acid  
Level 2: enzymatic replication rate – note that here more detailed predictions are possible, e.g. 
using the results known for hyper-cycles (Eigen and Schuster, 1979; Emren et al., 2006). 
Level 3: growth rate and cell cycle speed – note that here we and others made more detailed 
predictions using flux balance analysis for metabolic flow and including important regulatory 
effects from transcription factors (Eisenreich et al., 2006). A growth equation considering 
basic components critical for growth can be used to make solid and quantitative predictions 
for the growth rate under laboratory conditions (only one or no changing environmental 
condition, no direct competition etc.; Schuster et al., 2000; detailed example for methanogenic 
bacteria see Feist et al., 2006). 
Level 4: Individual reproductive rate (including all sorts of detailed behaviour and mental 
abilities) – also for this accurate data and models are available from ecology, ignoring then 
the detail of the levels below (e.g. Nishida et al., 2003).  
Level 5: Civilization growth rate (non-trivial to measure: BNP for example does not take into 
account environmental damages and long term sustainability). The basic formalism is simple 
but has to be extended here to rather complex socio-economic problems. 
4. Mutation rate: This is composed of point mutations and more complex mutations (for 
instance gene duplications to acquire spare gene copies for new functions; this process is 
further enhanced by recessive genes in diploid organisms) as well as recombination in sexual 
species, in first simplification 
Level 1: p (m) = direct mutation rate x recombination rate x recombination operator. 
However, note that if we want to include even quantum effects then already the direct 
mutation rate alone is very complex to calculate, for instance regarding alkylating substances 
or UV effects on the DNA sequence. 
 
Furthermore, in first simplification all higher levels diminish the mutation rate by different 
repair processes: 
Level 2: diminish by enzymatic corrections (proof reading) 
Level 3: diminish by cellular repair rate 
Level 4: diminish by behavioural corrections such as mate selection 
Level 5: diminish by social and medical corrections. 
 
5. Negative Selection: Negative selection is used in formula 1 as it eliminates DNA from 
further generations. Its effect is most difficult to calculate. This is no accident: it results 
directly from the interactions of life with its environment which is again in an environment 
which is again … and so on until the foundations of the world considered.  
p(negative selection on level i) =  
p (negative selection on level i in small environmental context j) x 
p (negative selection on level i in next bigger environmental context j+1) x 
p (negative selection on level i in still bigger environmental context j+2) x … 
 
      (Formalism 2) 
 
One could propose that a certain, very big environment (e.g. a planet or a galaxy) is so 
huge that it could be considered outside from the context of the rest of the world. This is, 
however, logically not possible because any part of the universe which still is a part of our 
universe has to interact with the rest of it in some way (otherwise one could also define it as 
an independent further world). 
However, even if somebody does not like this philosophical argument, it is clear from 
the start that for instance already the rate of detrimental point mutations depends from all 
kinds of radiation – including gamma rays from very distant quasars.  
 
The total negative selection results from the negative selection possibilities on all levels i: 
 
p(negative selection) = p(negative selection level 1) x p(selection level 2) x … 
p(negative selection) =  Π (negative selection on all levels i) 
                                                i 
 
This has again to consider the open environmental context: 
 
p(negative selection) =  Π (negative selection on all levels i considering all environments j) 
                                i,j 
 
The formalism 2 is an infinite regress up to the Platon limit (or the boundary conditions of the 
most external environment). Interestingly, its renormalization (Cao and Schweber, 1993) in 
biology is effectively achieved by the limited storage of information available on each level 
(stochastic nature of mutations and limited amount of genetic or other information storage on 
the higher levels; Fig. S3a). 
 
Implications (steps 6.-10.) 
 
6. Simple implications for this set of features of life modelled: 
 
(i) Important properties of life can be formalized considering an increasing hierarchy of 
components encoded by a vector field of bit strings. These strings are storing information 
on their environment (useful for their survival) but also the higher levels of complexity 
encoded by them which then stores further types of information on the environment. The 
selection process depends on the environmental context which even for practical purposes 
is an iterative regress until the foundations of the world are reached. The context of the 
information stored is directly tested by survival and reproductive success. 
 
(ii) Life tends to be very flexible and it can be shown that in a competition situation in general 
the more flexible life type wins (selection for flexibility) and that this and other selection 
processes tend to increase selection pressure and speed up evolution (interspecies 
competition for instance) as well as the exploration of ever higher hierarchical levels (for 
example to improve homeostasis and evolutionary success). The starting level (nucleic 
acid evolution) can be described by a basic formalism. It is well compatible with 
formalisms for physical theories.  
 
7. “Meaning” is introduced here in first approximation as meaningful behaviour (“ethics 
comes first”; see Taylor et al., 1998) and as a 4th level term of selection against bad (or non 
meaningful) behaviour (Fig. S3b). Surviving living beings have a behaviour that sustains 
survival, creativity and the potential to explore and grow, the universe in which they occur 
most probable mirrors these properties. Higher level terms (5th level etc.) refine this (ethics of 
a civilisation which does not kill itself by non-sustainability etc.; example: consensus and 
Kyoto agreement on carbon dioxide emissions, force for cooperative behaviour between 
people or even states).   
 
Negative selection level 1: Quantum chemical inactivation of nucleic acid (in principle 
calculable but difficult). Furthermore, there exist elaborate algorithms to reconstruct evolution 
a posteriori from observed nucleic acid species diversity (e.g. phylogenetic reconstruction by 
neighbour joining, parsimony or, most accurate, maximum likelihood). 
Negative selection level 2: Unstable / blocked hypercycle, depending on competition with 
other life (in particular polymerases and other nucleic acid templates; for this calculations are 
available, e.g. Emren et al., 2006) 
Negative selection level 3: Cellular survival rate. Also here the competition in a real life 
ecosystem is extremely difficult to calculate. However, predictions of detrimental mutations 
and essential genetic information are possible for not too complex growth scenarios (e.g. 
Robubi et al., 2005, as well as work from many other molecular biology laboratories). 
Negative selection level 4: Proper survival behaviour (which in real life situations include 
competition for limited resources and reproductive success; for this also literature is available, 
including to some extent at least energy considerations to summarize in a simple way the 
levels below; e.g. Iriarte et al., 2004; Nishida et al., 2003). Note that only at the multi-cellular 
level environmental selection leads to a simplified world model of an observer. In other 
words, already four levels of selection made sure that the basic concepts used for the 
behaviour are matching the real conditions in the environment. The genetic and further 
selection exerted by this allows for “synthetische Urteile a priori” (Kant) in such observers. 
Furthermore, only the complexity of this level (including the emergent phenomenon of an 
observer with conscience) allows to have the concept of “meaning” (whereas the concept of 
bit string and such a physical information content is already present at level 1).  
Note that the bit string formalism applies also to other basic information storage devices in 
biological systems, apart from DNA e.g. RNA, PNA and more exotic storage types such as 
inheritance of membrane surface structures. 
Negative selection level 5: Lack of sustainability and adaptability of a (technical) civilisation. 
Also very complex to calculate, empirically one can state that arthropod societies (ants, 
termites, bees) have far better stood the test of sustainability and survival during time then our 
comparatively novel human civilisation. 
 
 
 
8. A formalism for complexity: Kolmogorov complexity (Schmidthuber, 2002) describes 
complexity of systems by the shortest program which can reproduce this complexity. We 
think this is not always a very reasonable definition. For instance, already the survival 
probability of a living DNA species (let alone life as a whole or our universe) is too complex 
to describe it shortly applying Kolomogorov complexity. To show this, we:  
(i) first follow the argument by Chaitin (2006):  
He showed that there are an infinite number of mathematical statements which can not be 
decided by a finite set of axioms. In particular, he investigated O(N), defined as average 
probabilities for computer programs with a maximum length of N bits to stop. One can show 
that this number O(N) can not be compressed, i.e. represented by a shorter programS1. 
Moreover, an infinite set of such numbers { O(N)1, O(N)2, O(N)3, …} even with infinite 
digits (general case) can be created which all can not be compressed (Chaitin, 2006, p.79). 
(ii) We next consider that a DNA string with N bits has similar properties as such numbers of 
type O(N). We regard the complexity for the probability of a DNA string to stop O(DNA) 
(regarding dying out, mutation, or its information processing probabilities): Its probability to 
stop, and the probability that a species dies out in general, can also only be described by a 
number O(DNA) as complex or even more complex then a number of type O(N). There are 
several reasons for this, one is that the halting problem for any DNA based organism is more 
then Turing complex and NP completeS2, furthermore we show above that the probabilities 
for mutation are in an infinite context (see formalism 2) and that both mutations and survival 
are stochastic processes, both add sufficient to the halting problem regarding a DNA and a 
species that its average stopping probabilities (or survival, mutation, information processing 
probabilities etc.) only can be properly described by non compressible numbers O(N)DNA at 
least as complex as O(N):  
 
O(N)DNA = O(DNAvectori x(r x p(r))x(1-p(m))x(1-p(Π(selection all levels ii /envirnoments ij)))) 
                   ii,ij 
 
However, O(N) numbers measure complexity resulting from averages over discrete, closed 
programs (or processes) which each are independent. In contrast, O(N)DNA numbers consider 
averages over open processes, interacting with an open (potentially unlimited) environment. 
(iii) More to the point may thus be the following definition: Only the size of the slice of the 
total transition space (“omega”, the total space of all possible) should determine the degree of 
the complexity of an organism, environment/world or object/region of interest and used for 
comparisons. However, regarding biology the space and the slicing becomes a bit clearer: 
 
Complexity is defined as the number of structuring information units (in biology: replicating 
species; in physics natural laws, in general further structure defining parameters) and 
hierarchies used as well as their individual information content. 
 
To cast this into a formalism describing the complexity of an object or even a world (Fig. 2S; 
Table 1S), the number of all contained Kolmogorov processes Κ is compactly described by a 
program C(Κ) with length l, and we collect all non-compressible phenomena from the type of 
O(N) numbers (process averages, stopping probabilities etc.) as well as all more complex 
interacting non-compressible phenomena such as life (O(DNA) numbers e.g. species, DNAs, 
etc.)  
 
Complexity (object) = length (C(Κ)) + { O(N)1, O(N)2,  …} + { O(DNA)1, O(DNA)2, …} 
                (Formalism 3) 
 
As Chaitin (2006) already pointed out (and Cantor earlier, see Kanamori, 1996), in general 
this implies comparing very high up to infinite sets of non-compressible numbers if we want 
to compare the complexity of objects and in particular the complexity of different worlds 
(with their variations in their laws of physics). However, this can be done with set theory even 
for infinite sets and their cardinality. Furthermore, this supports the conjecture that with very 
high probability an observer is situated not only in a world that is complexS3 but that in fact 
the most complex world has by far the biggest slice of all states. 
This is very well applicable to life (nn DNA species and five or more layers of hierarchy 
which each contain a large amount of information due to their individual components). 
The definition is also applicable to physical objects. A large planet covered just by methane 
ice would for example be much less complex then the earth as the main structuring 
information of this simple planet would just be gravity and the chemistry of the methane ice 
(Fig. S1; details Table 1S). 
We stress that this is only a first operational definition to quickly identify and describe 
complexity in very different system. In contrast, further details of a stringent definition of 
complexity are – no wonder – very complex and difficult to capture, in particular as we 
showed that Kolmogorov complexity (Schmidthuber, 2002) is not enough for complex 
phenomena such as life or a universe with life. As one aspect this implies that creativity (see 
above) requires a hierarchy, building blocks, emergent system behaviour and variation 
potential (Fig. 1). This includes targeted variation (level 4 and 5): Individual creative 
expression requiring an individual mind or person. In a very first approximation (as creativity 
is also Kolmogorov non compressible!), structuring information units (enzymes etc.) together 
with randomness, systems behaviour and channelling lead generally to creative behaviour – in 
a favourable, sufficiently complex universe S3. 
 
 
===================================== 
 
Notes: 
 
S1Proof sketch (see also Chaitin, 2006, p. 80): The strategy for demonstrating that omega is incompressible is to 
show that having the first N bits of omega would tell me how to solve the Turing halting problem for programs 
up to length N bits. It follows from that conclusion that no program shorter than N bits can compute the first N 
bits of omega. (If such a program existed, I could use it to compute the first N bits of omega and then use those 
bits to solve Turing’s problem up to N bits—a task that is impossible for such a short program.) 
 
S2Csuhaj-Varju E, Freund R, Kari L, Paun G. DNA computing based on splicing: universality results. Pac Symp 
Biocomput. 1996;:179-90. 
 
S3We suggest that to exist in an escalating complex universe is sufficient to have phenomena such as life. Note 
that elementary states (nodes) and interactions between them (edges) can quickly become rather complex even 
with a comparatively limited number of elementary states if the escalating property holds and interactions of 
interactions (as super-nodes) are iteratively possible. As with recursive functions in general (e.g. Ackermann 
function) such a state space becomes quickly very large. One further level of recursion more leads to an 
excessive larger state space, hence the most complex world probably owns the largest slice of the complete state 
space (Fig. 3 in the paper). 
Further extensions (however, more speculative)  
 
8. (iv) If already survival probabilities for any DNA species are non compressible complex 
(and there are many more and similar other types of phenomena of this complexity) it is clear 
that our universe is even more difficult to capture, there will be no simple cellular automaton 
program (as hoped for by Wolfram, 2002) to capture its complexity or any shorter 
Kolomogorov type of program. The non-compressible nature of our universe suggested here 
argues against a singularity at Big Bang (how should the singularity store sufficient 
information - in particular as we showed above that no simple Kolmogorov type of program 
or simple laws will do the trick) and is well in line with recent results on the quantum nature 
of the Big Bang (Ashtekar et al., 2006). 
Our definition stresses emergent phenomena (including new hierarchies) and any type 
of new or additional representation and information storage adds to the complexity even if the 
object investigated is already non compressible complex by a Kolmogorov-type of definition. 
However, if you have phenomena such as life you are at least for sure in a Kolomogorov-non 
compressible complex universe. We speculate that the most complex universe takes an 
excessive large slice of the complete state space (Table 2S; see also below). Alternatively, one 
could also argue that any type of an escalating complex universe (for a given set of physical 
parameters and so fine tuned that it becomes escalating complex including permissive for life) 
is only a flavour or variant of the same complex universe (very much - and this is no accident 
- as the different flavours of String Theory are all variants of the M-theory). According to our 
hypothesis, only in the fine-tuned parameter sub-space which is permissive for life an 
observer exists, the many alternative physics and worlds compatible with String Theory are 
without life and inherently less complex then this sub-space.  
 
 
9. Examine instead of a naïve “theory of everything” (TOE) a framework relying on 
transition probabilities:  
Fundamental: To derive a common framework relevant for physics and biology, we start and 
assume chaos to be the general and basic state. In chaos nothing is restricted or defined and all 
is possible. Active pattern generation is thus necessary to have even something as simple as 
similar elementary particles. We thus have in any world random processes (chaos) vs. guided 
processes (natural laws, fields, replicating species). This dichotomy yields the differences in 
complexity, comparing different environments, worlds and “universes”. Random worlds are 
simple. More complex worlds or universes have more and distinguishable guided processes. 
You compare and count the number of self generating processes in each world (Fig. S1): 
A1) A quantum spin loop field generates space and time. 
A2) Natural laws generate similar particles (this can be cast into an operational tool working 
on the quantum spin loop field. This then generates particles and fields in a space time etc.)  
B) On a qualitatively new level, biology store information and uses it for self generating 
species. 
Note that we can only show here some interesting parallels between physics and biology in 
such a framework, a closed or complete TOE is naïve for any field, even for mathematics 
(Chaitin, 2006). Moreover, see also the points from Rovelli (2004), where he is suggesting for 
physics rather independent formalisms (quantum spin-loop theory etc.) then expecting a 
unified and complete TOE of physics as sometimes hoped for from String Theory. Similarly, 
a number of holistic approaches covering physics and biology including the process of 
observation have been proposed by physicists (e.g. by Erwin Schrödinger, Werner 
Heisenberg, David Bohm, Roger Penrose, Lee Smolin – as well as more esotheric ones, e.g. 
by Fridjoff Kapra). These have all their merits and specific perspectives as well as limitations 
but are not discussed further here. As an alternative perspective, we start here not from 
physics but the framework focus is to include basic properties of life and its internal 
representation of information. 
 
Combined description: A transition state formalism is well suited here as we want to describe 
the complete state space accessible both for physical objects as for objects from biology. A 
key is pattern self generation against the random chaos. This occurs from a) pure patterns 
from a standard physical law (a “platonic” law), b) by biology, c) other self generation 
processes. Thus we can combine the following formalisms for a combined biological and 
physical description of the world (and only in this sense a theory of everything):  
 
A TOE from physics would start from the standard model of physics (see e.g. Griffiths, 1987; 
Barrow, 1991; Rovelli, 2004) and include formalisms such as (Rovelli, 2004): 
 
(i) Salam Weinberg formalism 
(ii) Yang-Mills field 
(iii) Ashtekar formalism (integrating (i) and (ii)), i.e. the physical transition 
probabilities which describe the evolution of a spin network. For a spinfoam σ 
bounded by the spin networks s and s´ this yields the  formalism (Rovelli, 2004)  
 
W (s,s´) ~ Σ μ(σ) Π Av(σ)    
 
Here Av is the vertex amplitude and μ(s) is a measure term. The sum is over the 
whole spin foam and the product over all vertices. The spin foam formalism allows 
to construct a background free and in this sense comprehensive physics. Moreover, 
for this there are interesting parallels with biology (see below). However, there are 
several solid alternative candidate theories to push the standard model further to 
include gravitation, for instance string theory (Green, 2000) as well as various 
alternative suggestions (e.g. Niedermaier, 2006). 
 
For our framework we now add DNA transition probabilities and the probability of extended 
information storing processing hierarchies: 
 
 (iv) d/dt  DNAvectori = DNAvectori x  (r x p(r)) x (1-p(m)) x (1-p(s))   (formalism 1) 
(v)  n-level hierarchy (extended n-dimensional arrays of DNAvectornn for new levels  
of information storage and components encoded by the lower levels; biological  
experience of “meaning” is contained from level 4 onwards) 
 
Thus we add here standard formalisms of physics (i), (ii) or a well known example for current 
new formalisms in physics (iii) to a more complete description of the world but have 
independent formalisms for biology (iv, v).  
However, we can next derive a formalism from (iii), (iv) without time (“background 
free”, Rovelli, 2004) with respect to the highly dimensional fitness landscape of evolution, 
depending on all species present and all possible mutation, replication and selection rates. 
This is not elaborated here, but this integrates (iii) to (v) into a common mathematical 
framework. As in the spin foam formalism (iii) above one can construct a DNA spin network, 
nodes (“particles”, Rovelli, 2004) represent then DNA populations and edges (“forces”, 
Rovelli, 2004) represent then kinetic DNA vectors of increase or decrease in the species, d/dt  
DNAvectori. Furthermore, we would again describe probabilities of states and species in a 
background free form and trace the complete space of transitions accessible. This sketch is at 
least promising and applying a common, background free description and an abstract state 
space both to basic biological and physics entities. 
For certain simple biological systems direct results have already been calculated in 
such evolutionary fitness landscapes, e.g. for RNA species first with no switches (“neutral 
path”) and subsequently studying clear switches in their structure and function by mutation 
(e.g. Reidys et al., 2001). This evolutionary landscape is of course on a far higher system level 
then the basic spin foam (Fig. S3c). 
 
10. Observation: Another implication from our theory on internal representation of 
information in biological systems concerns the process of observation. In particular, there is 
the problem (Penrose 1990, 1996) how the clear defined state R of a macroscopic 
measurement (“an observation made by an observer”) arises from the undefined or multiple 
open states of the quantum wave function U is explained in the context of this theory as 
resulting from several physical and biological selection processes building up the hierarchy up 
to the macroscopic observer and is thus much more economical (or, in fact, less “ad hoc”) 
then Everett-like models (of constant splitting worlds with each measurement; Seligman et al., 
1973; see box E):  
a) For a given observer there is only one world with a large number of microstates. The 
defined measurement is only there for the past and selected from the microstates accessible 
from a present state of the observer by the arrow of entropy (this would break down if there is 
no steep and clear entropy gradient). A defined trajectory and clear, continuous world line 
results (the future is undefined for the same reason, many accessible states are there). b) 
Macroscopic states (observer and macroscopic observation), are already the result from a 
selection process of several hierarchies (e.g. all de facto realized DNA representatives of a 
species and accordingly for each other level of complexity). c) In a background free model 
(Rovelli, 2004) or at least a description without time it becomes even clearer that in general 
only a limited number of macroscopic states such as an observer having a certain state 
including an observed measurement (or, one level higher, all in this world evolutionary 
accessible representatives of a species) is resulting from the much higher but again limited 
number of elementary microscopic states and their interactions and selection on higher levels. 
Different observational trajectories are possible taking all observers together which are 
realized by selection from the microstates and their interactions (Fig. S3c). The microstates 
form a web (Fig. S3c): From one state there are always several other ones accessible, there are 
no “hidden variables” to discriminate between them, the web gives for any state in general 
several possibilities (in general with different weights) to access several other states. In 
contrast selection at the higher levels of complexityS3 and the arrow of entropy lead to only a 
much lower number of macroscopic states including observers and their macroscopic 
observations. Moreover, for any observer there is a clear, unique and continuous world line of 
states with increasing entropy as measurements can only be made if the entropy increases 
(Fig. S3c).  
 
An observer searches “meaning” in his environment (“The answer to life, the universe and 
all the rest…”):  
The “meaning” of this complex universe is an observer dependent look at a particular slice (a 
“world”) of the Platon space of all possible. Formalism 1 allows to calculate (given specific 
initial conditions ranging from the number of DNA species involved, enzymatic replicases, 
transcription factors and cellular networks to neuronal architecture) the reflected world model 
of an organism. This works for instance sufficiently accurate in C.elegans genetic networks 
where occurrence of individual neurons can even be accurately predicted (Schade et al., 
2004). This is a comparatively simple model neural organism, thus simple animal behaviour 
and “meaning” is found here (avoiding and appetence behaviour, for example; Fig. S3b).  
More complex organisms such as human beings have more refined concepts of 
“meaning”. This concept of “meaning” is already beyond formal systems and the Gödel limit 
(Fig. 2) and of course, also NP-complete.  
Such observers are only a minor part of their world. Hence, the complexity of the world is 
even more beyond the Gödel limit or the Turing calculability. In fact, most probable we are in 
the most escalating complex universe (details in Table 2S). 
 
Platon space of all possible. in the spirit of Platonic philosophy (Kirk et al., 1983) and 
similar to Cantor´s creation (Kanamori, 1996) of all sets and cardinal numbers from the empty 
set, an environment and its specific existence (or more ambitious cosmological world 
existence, “creation”) can also be investigated. Formalism 2 already shows that iterating the 
environment of the environment ultimately leads to the “Platon limit”: The foundations of the 
world. This is no very large physical space; rather physical space is one of the properties a 
world can have. In general, a world can have many properties, however these properties can 
either be very well defined (e.g. in our world the nature constants such as the charge of the 
electron, the gravity constant, Planck´s constant) or exist over a broad range (e.g. space, time, 
energy etc.). The fundament of any world is thus the “Platon space” of all properties or the 
space of all possible environmental properties (“platonic ideas”). To give rise to a world, 
several properties have to combine, with preference some well defined ones and some with a 
broad range of values (as in our world with its specific parameter settings of physical laws). 
Properties are not forced to combine, but pure properties do not yield a complete environment 
(“pure ideas do not yield a world”), only combinations between properties do (for our world a 
central property is to have mass, postulated to be mediated by the Higgs-boson; Barrow, 
1991). The space of all abstract properties (“Platonic ideas”) includes also all such 
combinations (“worlds”) as well as their pure states (“pure ideas”).  
This is a more refined explanation of the “space of all possibilities”. Our real 
foundations are basic environmental / world properties (“Platonic ideas”). Our more mundane 
everyday ideas are simply a faint shadow of these (“Höhlengleichnis” of Plato). The 
escalating property of life (formalism 1) is in this sense also a transcendent principle if we 
include life in this way in a theory framework (step 9). A living observer can identify meaning 
in his world. In particular we see that interpretation of a certain meaning requires life, 
however each biological meaning was already selected by the world and its foundations. 
 
Box E. Observer and observation (speculative model). Everett (1957) was the first to 
suggest that quantum uncertainty implied the existence of many worlds (multiverse) differing 
only in the realized quantum states (Seligman et al., 1973). However, in its general version the 
Everett model implies that for each choice we (as macroscopic observers) or an elementary 
particle can make, there should then exist a parallel world(s) where the alternative quantum 
state(s) are realized. This postulates an exponential increase of worlds for every quantum state 
with alternatives. Occam´s razor suggests that simpler models should be preferred if they 
explain all observations similar well and a model of the world where constants “splits” into 
parallel worlds occur is also not very convincing regarding for instance the splitting process 
itself. A number of modified Everett models have been proposed earlier, for instance stressing 
decoherence, and a number of models rejecting Everett models exist (see for both e.g. 
Tegmark, 2007). The following model adds to these from our biology motivated background 
free description of macroscopic states such as life (see formalism 1; Suppl. Material including 
step 9). Our model (Fig. S3c) suggests only one world based on a web of quantum spin-loop 
states, a limited number of macroscopic states for the observer (and no splitting new worlds) 
and each observer has a limited horizon of observation (on his time trajectory). 
 
1. Elementary quantum states (“microstates”) have transition probabilities to several other 
states. The model uses for this the quantum spin foam formalism: 
 
W (s,s´) ~ Σ μ(σ) Π Av(σ)    
 
Here Av is the vertex amplitude and μ(s) is a measure term. The sum is over the whole spin 
foam and the product over all vertices. The spin foam formalism allows to construct a 
background free and in this sense comprehensive physics. Furthermore it is from the start 
clear that this model exists without a specific time coordinate, rather the elementary states are 
connected with each other, and in general from one state there are transitions to several other 
states. The spin foam forms a web with many possibilities from each node to continue. 
However, there is only one world and one web, no splitting of worlds what so ever (Fig. S3c). 
 
2. “Time” is in our model only possible if entropy can be measured and thus applies only to 
any type of larger (“macroscopic”) ensemble (recognizable macroscopic entities be it human 
beings, planets or any other type of object). For such an ensemble of microstates entropy can 
be measured. The transition probabilities for the microstates are given by the spin foam. 
However, for the macroscopic ensemble there are many states available with increasing 
entropy (“future”) and very few (on the macroscopic level often only one) with lower entropy 
(“past”). Macroscopic states which do quantum physics (“observers”) will see that the 
microscopic states exhibit a web of transition states.  
 
3. However, also the macroscopic states can be described background free (similar to the spin 
foam) without time. No “splitting” of worlds occurs in this model, rather for a given 
macroscopic ensemble (e.g. a human observer) with a certain degree of entropy only a limited 
number of states (maybe high) exist (Fig. 3Sc). This applies for all degrees of entropy as long 
as compatible with life. This is a clear upper limit for the number of these macroscopic states, 
further, different hierarchies of selection (including system stability and biological evolution) 
make sure that many of these are not possible. Furthermore, of the remaining many are never 
reached by evolution due to a number of reasons such as building block limitations (Hartl, 
2007; Gould, 1997) or as they are not reachable by an evolutionary path with positive fitness 
(Weinreich et al., 2006).  
 
4. This leaves a reduced and limited number of macroscopic states for the living observer with 
a given level of entropy. The time trajectories possible to experience observations for these 
observer states are also limited and given by the arrow of entropy but are potentially more (as 
from each state of the observer with a given entropy there are several states with lower 
entropy reachable). However, these different “futures” do also partly overlap (having only 
slightly different microstates in the observer leads in fact often to a large overlap of the next 
reachable macroscopic observer states). Moreover, the number of time trajectories which can 
be experienced or observed does not add anything to the fixed number of states with a given 
entropy an observer can only have. 
 
This is of course only another attractive and different model to the typical model of many 
worlds for each observation suggested by Everett type models (Seligman et al., 1973; 
Buchanan, 2007; Tegmark, 2007). Furthermore it certainly does not rule out other reasons to 
consider multiverses (e.g. eternal inflation according to Linde, 1982 and later works) or, as 
done throughout here, the general richness of physical parameter settings which would yield 
very different “worlds” and observers. 
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Fig. S1. A formalism for key processes of life. Our approach uses one basic concept and 
formalism (formalism 1; stochastic transition probabilities; see also Fig. S3c) which is known 
from physics but can be also very clearly implemented for the description of survival of DNA 
species and any more complex biological system. Different hierarchical levels are illustrated 
and can be considered such as quasi-species, evolutionary fitness landscapes, metabolic 
fluxes, genetic networks and ecological competition. For these exact calculations have been 
derived and experimentally verified (see text). All these levels are integrated by the 
formalisms given.  
 
 
 
Fig. S2. Measuring complexity in different objects. A complexity measure is in general 
challenging and difficult to give (reviewed in Schmidthuber, 2002). Here we examine a 
measure which analyzes a complex object by summing up those parts which can be replicated 
by a shorter program (Kolmogorov complexity C(K)) and next considers and counts all non-
compressible phenomena in the object. These are either those which are similar complex as 
O(N) numbers (Chaitin complexity averaging over separated processes) plus those aspects of 
the object which are even more complex (O(DNA) numbers; interconnected processes in an 
open and potential infinite environment). Detailed comparisons for simple (a gas), large (a 
mountain, a planet) up to infinite complex objects (a world with life) are possible applying set 
theory (symbolized by arrows with partner elements or without). The error from 
simplification or simplified descriptions of the object can furthermore be quantified by the 
formalism even for non-compressible complex phenomena including life.  
 
C (gas) = length 
C (mountain) = length (C(K))  
C(complex planet) = length (C(K)) + { O(N)1, O(N)2,  …} 
C(planet with life) = length (C(K)) + { O(N)1, O(N)2,  …} + { O(DNA)1, O(DNA)2, …} 
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Fig. S3a. Answers to fundamental questions: Unpredictable strategic decisions in an 
infinite context. Living observers can answer fundamental questions which can not be 
decided by formal systems (e.g. solve and reflect on mathematical paradoxes, but even more 
so on non-compressible complex questions such as aesthetics, ethics, freedom and arts). 
Living beings as open systems selected and surviving in an infinite context of ever larger 
environments are ideally geared for this. Decisions are not made by formal logic of a closed 
system (“true” / “false” statement; top) but according to survival heuristics and selected 
adaptation strategies for the complex world the organism has to survive in (“reject” / “accept” 
a certain action to the statement; bottom). Fundamental decisions are and can be made by the 
observer in a limited time, with defined decision state but unpredictable (and stochastic) 
outcome. 
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Fig. S3b. “Meaning” arises as a system effect. The biological concept of “meaning” arises 
in an observer from active and inherent system drives and his world- and self-representation. 
This requires many neurons, learning and individual memory, DNA and genetic memory is 
not sufficient. It is thus part of the self generating internal information storage typical for live 
if levels beyond DNA storage (top) are considered. In humans (right) this includes higher 
meaning, reflection and philosophy. As in the cell cylce example, ethical dilemmas or other 
fundamental problems may be formally undecidable from within the system / the observer. 
However, a living being would nevertheless decide stochastically in such a way that they 
maximize on average their long term survival. “Meaning” depends on the observer, including 
the “meaning of the universe” (there are more than enough meaningful and inspiring features 
in an exceedingly complex universe for any living observer; Fig. 3). 
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Fig. S3c  
Fig. S3c. Defined observations from a web of elementary states. Microstates (blue balls) 
are undividable elementary states (quantum states, quanta, e.g. quarks). Macrostates M are 
ensembles of microstates. “Worlds” W are certain parameter settings of state space properties. 
Our theory allows a background free (without time, space) description of life, observer and 
observation (positioned in the context of the abstract evolutionary fitness landscape). It 
interprets defined observations and measurements (classical, R or real, defined states; 
Penrose, 1990) only arising from the selection processes on all levels of the hierarchy from 
elementary processes to the observer. The fundamental elementary processes stay as wave 
functions, undefined (U) in multiple states: The elementary states form an open, background-
free quantum-spin-loop web (blue balls in background) and any node is connected stronger or 
weaker (different quantum probabilities) to different alternative states. Macroscopic states M 
such as observers with a certain observation (M0 to M3) are special, fewer and arise only after 
different selection processes happened on several higher hierarchical levels. “Time” arises in 
this background free description only in the observer (e.g. in state M1) as the arrow of entropy 
allows to identify clearly the earlier observation state with lower entropy (M0), the future is 
unclear as there are many possibilities to increase entropy (M3 or M2). An alternative 
macroscopic state with similar entropy (M1´) may exist but can not be directly observed from 
M1. There are no hidden variables. This theory is in this respect much clearer, more 
economical (much lower number of elementary states and macroscopic states postulated) and 
defined then a number of alternatives (e.g. by Penrose, Everett or Bohm). In particular, a 
typical Everett-like model (see Seligman, 1973; Tegmark, 2007) requires constant splits of 
“worlds” whereas Fig. S3c illustrates that only microscopic states form a web (blue balls, Fig. 
S3c). The numbers of trajectories between the much fewer macroscopic states are much 
fewer, the arrow of entropy imposes additional restrictions on the number of trajectories in 
time (see also Box E). Most importantly there are not “many worlds” (or exponential many 
after Everett) but there is only one background free evolutionary landscape populated by a 
limited number of macroscopic states (objects, observer) with different fitness (living beings) 
or stability (objects). 
Table 1S. Complexity measures1:  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
Kolmorgorov complexity: 
Bit length of most compact program yielding the same output as process i:  
 
Ki = min [ bitlength (compact program for process i) ] 
 
Chaitin complexity: 
 As long as the total bit content of the system counting all stochastic  
binary decision / switches made in the system;  
„stochastic machine code“, average stopping probabilities 
 
Ci = Σ (all decisions, switches) 
 
O(DNA) complexity: 
Chaitin complexity times all interactions including interactions between such 
Interaction complexes (e.g. protein-protein interactions or mutation events) 
 
O(DNA) =  Π(Πij (Ci)) 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
1Standard complexity definitions followed Kolmogorov (Schmidthuber, 2002) and Chaitin 
(2006) and were further extended to cover living systems as explained in the results. Different 
formulas were tested and prototyping / simulations done using Matlab. 
 
Table 2S. Comparing sizes of different state spaces1 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
Environments (“worlds”) with 1, 2, 3 up to 10 parameters are compared for the resulting state 
space and complexity. 
 
Linear Model: State space of 1, 2 …10 states for these different 10 environments (“worlds”).  
Total state space is now Σ State space (n) which here is just Σn = (n2 + n )/ 2 = 55. 
 
Exponential model: 
State space of 21, 22 … 210 =  1,2,4…1024 states. for these different 10 environments 
(“worlds”).  Total state space is now Σ State space (n) which here is Σ 2n = 2(n+1) – 1. 
Thus here already the biggest “world” takes the major part of total state space. 
 
Models and examples from physics. We start from examples regarding the anthropocentric 
principle [see e.g. P.A.M. Dirac , The Cosmological Constants , “Nature” 139 (1937), p. 323; 
R.H. Dicke, Dirac's Cosmology and Mach's Principle , “Nature” 192 (1961), pp. 440-441; B. 
Carter , Large Number Coincidences and the Anthropic Cosmological Principle; B. CARR, 
M. Rees, The Anthropic Principle and the Structure of the Physical World , “Nature” 278 
(1979), pp. 605-612; F. DYSON , Disturbing the Universe , Harper & Row, New York - 
London 1979; J. Barrow , Anthropic Definitions , “Quarterly Journal of the Royal 
Astronomical Society” 24 (1983), pp. 146-153; J. Barrow, F. Tipler, The Anthropic 
Cosmological Principle , Clarendon Press, Oxford 1986; J. Demaret, D. Lambert, Le principe 
anthropique. L'homme est-il le centre de l'Univers? , Armand Colin, Paris 1994].  
The examples concern the fine tuning of physical constants [in particular the four 
natural constants for the intensity of the interaction of the four fundamental forces, 
respectively αg (gravitational), αe (electromagnetic), αw(electro-weak nuclear), and αs(strong 
nuclear)]. However, for the argument here we note ew that for each of the examples that 
without the feature not only the existence of the observer is not possible (= anthropocentric 
principle) but the state space becomes much smaller: The lack of fine tuning leads often to a 
collapsed or generally more unstable and much less complex worlds (worlds lacking specific 
sources of complexity, such as worlds without atoms, lacking hydrogen or helium or matter at 
all, or worlds without stars, water or carbon).  
 
Some Examples (according to INTERS – Interdisciplinary Encyclopedia of Religion and 
Science, edited by G. Tanzella-Nitti, P. Larrey and A. Strumia, see http://www.inters.org for 
further details on the anthropocentric principle regarding these examples):  
- After about 1 sec of time from the beginning of the Big Bang, neutrinos decoupled from the rest of the 
matter, “freezing” the ratio between the number of protons and the neutrons. This depends very 
sensitively upon the expansion rate i.e. αg and on the intensity of the weak interaction αw regarding the 
decay of the neutron.  
- Formation of primordial helium from the Big Bang not in the stars depends on the relationship between 
the total number of protons and neutrons and, thus, upon the value of the ratio αg/αw. If this ratio is 
slightly higher, all protons would be transformed into nuclei of helium, with devastating consequences 
such as the lack of hydrogen and water. In contrast, an inferior value looses the abundance of 
cosmological helium, with negative influences for the subsequent thermodynamic evolution of the stars 
(extremely rapid star evolution, the time of existence of the star becomes in general too short for life to 
develop on planets.  
- αg determines the initial rate of expansion of the universe: a higher value implies the collapse of the 
whole universe on itself, more or less immediately, therefore preventing any following “development of 
the facts”; on the other hand, a value just a little bit lower, would have prevented the subsequent 
formation of any gravitational aggregation of matter, thereby inhibiting the formation of galaxies and 
stars and, a fortiori , of planets.  
- The ratio a αs/αe is critical for chemistry. Their equilibrium, prevailing the strong nuclear force in the 
interactions at a very short range, make possible the existence and stability of atomic nuclei, and allow 
the formation of a “periodic table” of chemical elements. If αe had been just a little bit larger, or αs a 
little bit smaller, even the lightest nuclei would not have been stable. Similar the exact value of the 
elementary electrical charge e is important for our chemistry.  
- In the formation of proto-stellar masses from interstellar gas it surprisingly happens that the temperature 
due to contraction reaches the threshold necessary for the nuclear reactions to take place, just before 
that the same collapse would drive the proto-star towards an irreversible equilibrium of degenerate gas. 
If such a threshold of temperature was not reached just on time, the universe would be populated by an 
extremely large number of “failed” stars, but not one energetically active star. Simillarly, such ratios 
guarantee long and stable stars for millions or billions of years (main sequence) before finally 
contracting into degenerate stars such as white dwarfs. 
- Furthermore, we need a significant number of stars in each galaxy to die as a supernovae to eject heavy 
elements into interstellar clouds and later protoplanets. For that new delicate numerical constraints must 
be imposed to the values of αg and of αw. It is in fact required that the many neutrinos produced in the 
phase immediately preceding the gravitational collapse, which the instability of the star brings about, 
can interact with the gaseous layers of the star, pushing them violently towards the outer space, an event 
that occurs only if the rate of interaction and the rate of collapse, that are governed by the two constants 
above, are constructively compatible with each other.  
- This goes on for every step reaching closer to life, e.g. the existence of carbon is a delicate nuclear 
reaction through beryllium and helium (Be8 + He4 -> C12), as well as regarding oxygen (e.g. for water), 
through the capture of new helium nuclei (C12 + He4 -> O16). In the first case, the existence of an 
opportune energy level of the excited carbon (7,65 Mev) close to the sum of the energy levels of 
beryllium and helium (7,37 Mev), turns out to strongly favour the carbon synthesis, since the beryllium-
helium reaction has a very small cross section. In the second case, if the energy level of the oxygen 
(7,12 Mev) were not lower than the sum of the energy levels of the two nuclei that produce it (7,16 
Mev), almost all the carbon would be completely burnt to produce oxygen, preventing the development 
of a carbon-based life. Luckily for us, the beryllium, less important for life, is lost, and a good quantity 
of carbon, without which the whole biology would not be possible, is conserved. The formation of the 
crystals and the stability of the macromolecules are, moreover, also linked to the critical values of the 
ratio between the proton and electron masses and of the electrical charge e. Finally, water, so important 
for life, can be abundantly present at the liquid phase because the average temperature of the biosphere 
on the surface of the Earth actually falls within the tight interval between its freezing and boiling points 
(0-100°C ). The inventory of the delicate physical and chemical conditions considered “anthropic” is 
easily further extended (Barrow and Tipler, 1986; Demaret and Lambert, 1994). 
In general, the complete state space S = Σ Swi summarizes over all environments (“worlds”) 
w. Each wi has a state space Swi. Depending on the number pji of parameters in each of these 
worlds or environments we have 
S = Σ (f(mi) pji) . 
 
Already for moderate non-linear functions f(mi) (e.g. exponential) the parameter-rich worlds 
(or, more moderate, the environments which favour stable conditions and complexity) take 
large slices of the total state space. 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
1State space sizes and complexity measures were compared in different definitions and 
versions using matlab. 
Box G. Gödel limit crossing decision in living systems and implications. 
 
We briefly summarize the Gödel proof for decision limits in formal systems as given by 
Hofstadter, 1979 (see also Felder, 1996). Next we illustrate that cellular systems have the 
same self referring capabilities (self reference including artihmoquination capabilities) but 
nevertheless can deal with such system states. Finally biological implications of such a Gödel 
crossing are discussed. 
 
1. Express with simple symbols all types of logical statements.  
Formal systems: Here you can use for instance TNT (Theoria Numerorum Typographica; 
Hofstadter, 1979, Felder, 1996) a short hand to express mathematical statements using simple 
symbols. There are standard mathematical symbols such as +(plus), * (times), and =(equals). 
There are variables, represented by the letter a followed by primes: a, a', a'', etc. There 
are standard logical symbols such as ~ (not), V (or), E (there exists) and A (for all). Finally, 
there are numbers, which are represented by the two symbols 0 (meaning zero) and S 
(meaning "the successor of"); so we count 0, S0, SS0, SSS0, and so on. 
Starting from a list of axioms such as the Peano axioms 
Axiom 1: Aa:~Sa=0  
Axiom 2: Aa:(a+0)=a  
Axiom 3: Aa:Aa':(a+Sa')=S(a+a')  
Axiom 4: Aa:(a*0)=0  
Axiom 5: Aa:Aa':(a*Sa')=((a*a')+a)  
Any type of proof and sentence on natural numbers can be formulated, e.g. ~Ea:a*a=SS0 
would be translated as “There is no square root of two.” A sentence or statement is true if it 
can be formed from the axioms. If the statement is false, we can derive its converse from the 
axioms. A Gödel statement G has a truth value which can not be decided from the system 
though it can be derived from the system. 
Cellular systems: Any type of cellular process can be encoded by genes which in turn yield 
gene products. Operations such as plus and times happen already on the nucleotide level. 
Variables are in this context genes and gene names, for these exist also the standard logical 
symbols such as NOT active, OR (one of two gene product), E (there exists a gene such as …) 
and A (for all genes applies …). 
 
2. Formal systems: The critical step concerning the Gödel proof is a statement such as: 
 “Sentence G: This statement is not a theorem of TNT.” 
Cellular systems: Here this would translate into a statement such as: 
 “This cell cycle state is not in the internal stored genetic model.” 
 
3. Formal systems: For the Gödel proof a Gödelization (give gödel numbers to statements) is 
necessary to achieve self referring states (Felder, 1996).  
Mathematical Logic TNT Gödel-numbered TNT 
An axiom is an "obvious" 
statement about natural numbers. An axiom is a statement string An axiom is a number 
A rule of production is a logical 
way to work with axioms. 
A rule of production is an 
allowed string-manipulation 
mechanism. 
A rule of production is an 
allowed mathematical 
function. 
The theorems you produce are 
new statements about natural 
numbers. 
The theorems you produce are 
new strings. 
The theorems you produce 
are new numbers. 
 
4. Finally, Writing Sentence G:  
a) first incomplete effort  
T: The arithmoquine of A is not a valid TNT theorem-number.  
A: Sentence T is not a valid TNT theorem-number.  
However, this Sentence A is not the sentence G we're looking for, since it isn't about itself, it's 
about sentence T. We thus put: 
T: The arithmoquine of A is not a valid TNT theorem-number.  
A: The arithmoquine of Sentence T is not a valid TNT theorem-number.  
b) Hence, better and more accurate: 
G: The arithmoquine of "The arithmoquine of A is not a valid TNT theorem-number" is 
not a valid TNT theorem-number.  
 
Cellular systems: In cellular systems the internal stored information starts also from genetic 
encoded axioms (so certain genes or sets of genes set basic circuits and internal values). A 
rule of production is a certain type of genetic circuit. And the combination or interference of 
genetic circuits produces more complex genetic circuits. The last sentence makes clear that 
the Gödelization and also the arithmoquination happen on the level of genetic circuits, in 
particular do genetic circuits deal also with the state of the complete cell as a whole and / or 
can refer to themselves or even to themselves while describing internally the state of the 
whole cell, too (e.g. in cell cycle, Fig. 3), e.g. a cellular representation of 
G: The arithmoquine of "The arithmoquine of A is not a valid TNT theorem-number" is not a 
valid TNT theorem-number.    would be 
“The cell cycle state referring to cell cycle control of G1 to S by activity of cdc25 on cdc2 
is blocking the cell cycle control inhibition regarding transition of G1 to S activated by 
wee 1 mediated cdc2/cyclin B kinase phosphorylation which is itself controlling activity 
of cell cycle state.” 
 
Interestingly, simulating such cellular conditions (e.g. using Cytoscape, see Fig. 2) referring 
to the whole cell and involving large genetic circuits shows that often opposing signals can 
lead “to blocks” of the system (e.g. not only regarding cell cycle but also decisions such as 
apoptosis vs proliferation). However, as besides the internal information there is also the 
actual enzymatic activity encoded from the circuit, a clear behaviour arises in most cases in 
finite time with a clear preference for one state (sometimes including a “blocked” state but 
then also with biological meaning and selection advantage, e.g. G0 phase in differentiated 
cells). Note furthermore, that the system behaviour on the phenotypic side (so beyond the 
internal representation capabilities of the system) is selected by the environment (itself part of 
a potential infinite context) for the benefit and best survival capabilities of the organism. Thus 
“crossing the Gödel limit” happens often in living beings in complex decisions affecting the 
survival of the whole cell or higher organism and regarding the decision between different 
survival strategies. 
Examples include apoptosis versus proliferation, recombination or none as well as 
proliferation or differentiation. The identification of the best survival strategy or cell cycle 
replication (Figure 3) strategy at a given environmental condition is in fact a non decidable 
Gödel problem for a formal system considering the complexity and stochasticity of the 
transitions and interactions involved and the potential unlimited environment. The calculation 
of mutation effects in regulatory proteins for fitness and survival, e.g. mutations in cdk2 is 
similarly challenging. There are further levels of complexity added in multi-cellular and 
neural organisms. Detailed calculation and application examples include e.g. the decision of 
RIP protein between apoptosis or replication where details of the interaction surfaces and the 
sequence of protein encounters determine the resulting decision (Thakar et al., 2006) or the 
triggering of a differentiation signal versus malignant proliferation where concentrations and 
ratios of two different isoforms of Raf, B-Raf and C-Raf, determine cellular fate (Robubi et 
al., 2005). Stochastic processes in the cell result from this. In general they describe the 
complex cellular adaptive behaviour better (e.g. Suel et al., 2006) then non-stochastic models 
(e.g for the important cell cycle transition from G1 to S, reactome map REACT_1783.2). The 
same reasoning applies to complex decisions by higher organisms as well as regarding 
machine-implemented complex decision processes (including nano-machines).  
 
